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HiQ FRENDS simplifies
HR Management integrations
HiQ Finland and Arc Technology have entered into an agreement on tech collaboration.
The HiQ integration platform Frends will now provide flexible integrations between Arc Technology’s
systems, customers systems and third-party systems.
HiQ’s integration platform Frends is a fast, secure and easy approach to integrating third party systems and
partner processes to different services. With the platform, Arc Technology can now offer a cost-effective and
responsive method for visualising and monitoring integration data and process streams.
“The cooperation provides the users of Arc Technology software with efficient, real-time integration capabilities
into back-end systems driven by various technologies”, says Jukka Rautio, Managing Director at HiQ Finland.
“Our integration platform Frends also enable a range of automations that will significantly enhance user service
experiences. Process automation between systems is a huge growth area in HR Management and it is playing an
increasingly important role for businesses”, says Jukka Rautio, Managing Director at HiQ Finland.
Arc Technology delivers HR management systems as a SaaS solution (software as a service) and offers expert
services that enhance operative efficiency. Customers include companies, public organisations in municipal and
state administration and Finnish and international educational institutions.
“The IT environments used in HR, which tend to be rather traditional, are now undergoing rapid renewal. Cloudbased HR Management services, which place more and more emphasis on mobility, enable more flexible, userfriendly and tailored leadership. Our Arc MyDay mobile app with Frends is one example of well-connected mobile
services which allow us to meet our customers’ expectations, used to constantly upgrading technologies”, says
Kimmo Koivu, CEO at Arc Technology.
“In particular, the customisable pricing model of Frends and our close collaboration with HiQ – also in terms of
R&D – are important for our customers”, says Kimmo Koivu, CEO at Arc Technology.
The Finnish Software Industry and Entrepreneur Association welcomes this joint venture.
“The cooperation between Arc Technology and HiQ is wonderful news. In the network of software entrepreneurs,
the leading professionals meet each other and build collaborative ties, which ultimately benefits the end
customer,” says Rasmus Roiha, Managing Director at Finnish Software Industry and Entrepreneur Association.
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HiQ helps to make the world a better place by making people’s lives simpler through technology, design and
communication. We are the perfect partner for everyone eager to achieve results that make a difference in a digital
world. Founded in 1995, HiQ has over 1,600 specialists in four countries and is listed on the Nasdaq Stockholm Mid Cap
list. For more information and inspiration, please visit www.hiq.se

